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the perpendicular b b equal to c b ; hence a b is the distance required. (4) Bring the plane (Fig. 177),
vertically projecting the line which joins the two points, parallel to V by rabattement around any
vertical, preferably that passing through (a , a ). This point remains fixed, and the point (b , b )
assumes the position (b/, ) by making the perpendicular b b/ equal to c rb ; hence a b/ is the
distance required. 189. PROBLEM.--Upon a given line to measure a given distance from either
extremity. Let (a , a ) be the extremity from which the measurement is to be made (Figs. 178, 179),
and (b , b ) any other point of the given line. Fig. 178,5 Fig. Itq Bring the line by any of the preceding
four methods parallel to either...
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